
Bathtub Refinishing 
Waterbury 



About Refinishing 
We specialize in Kitchen Countertop Resurfacing and Bath-Tub and Wall Tile Reglazing 

in the Bathroom. 

Our Kitchen Countertop resurfacing process is a state of the art man-made composite that we 

apply right over your existing laminate/formica countertop in a liquid form eliminating the 

need to remove your existing countertops. We use your existing kitchen countertop as the 

template and base for your newly resurfaced countertops, cutting down on waste and labor as 

we are recycling your current countertop and applying a durable, hard composite finish over 

your old kitchen countertops.  Your resurfaced kitchen countertop will have the look of a 

speckled corian, marble or slate stone granite. We also offer custom edging for your Kitchen 

countertop truly setting it apart from a laminate look and giving it the look of a solid surface 

countertop. Not only can we change the edging of your countertop, but we can also install a 

stainless steel undermount sink along with the kitchen countertop resurfacing process truly 

giving you the solidsurface high end look many people want in their kitchens. 

Our Tub and Wall Tile Resurfacing (Refinishing) service for the bathroom is an easy way to 

renew your bathroom without breaking the bank. We use the highest quality acrylic urethane 

to reglaze your tub and tile. We don’t use the less expensive epoxy that some reglazers are still 

using as such a material does not last. Our A+ record with the BBB is proof that we know 

what we are doing and that we know how to keep our customers satisfied. 



Bathtub Reglazing and Tile and Tub Refinishing, Kitchen 
Countertop Resurfacing 

Welcome to MrResurface.com.   My name is Ernest Staton Jr. and I have have been refinishing 

since 1996.  I’m centrally located out of Wolcott/ Waterbury and service most of Connecticut.  

I do all the jobs for my company, so there is no guess work involved with what you will 

receive when It comes to quality of service.  I am not a franchise and take pride in each job I 

do myself. Feel free to browse my website by checking the links at the top and side of the 

page. 

Sending me pictures of your tub and tile is a good way for me to get you a price quote quickly.  

Kitchen counter pictures should have the measurements also.  I usually respond within one 

day. 



Bathtub and Tile Refinishing CT 

You can purchase a new bathtub at any home improvement store for less than $200 but the 

reality is this: when you factor in the cost of the demolition, structural repairs, a plumber, a 

tile contractor, your new bathtub cost will be $2500 or more. By hiring a professional who 

specializes in refinishing bathtubs you can save up to 70% versus the cost of replacement. For 

reglazing prices for standard size tubs click here for an email estimate. or call 203-578-5260 

for an estimate over the phone. 

 

Has your bathtub and tile lost its shine? Have you found them increasingly difficult to keep 

clean? Or are the colors outdated? We can help! We can refinish your porcelain or fiberglass 

bathtub right in place in just a few hours. The same reglazing can even be done with your 

ceramic tile. And we can change the color to almost any color of your choice. The new 

reglazed finish is very glossy and extremely hard, giving it a beautiful appearance and making 

the cleaning so much easier. 

Most bathtubs and tile can be refinished in one day. Here’s how the process works. First we 

clean the surface, and then we apply an adhesive no etch primer bonding agent to the tub and 

tile. This is the most important step this sets apart reglazing from painting a bathtub. Once that 

has set we apply our glaze, which gives your tub and tile a high gloss finish in a new color.  

We use an acrylic urethane and not an inferior epoxy coating.  The new reglazed finish will 

sparkle, making cleaning so much easier. 



Kitchen Countertop Resurfacing 
MrResurface LLC offers the 

finest Kitchen Countertop 

resurfacing options in 

Connecticut for just $29.99 a 

square foot. We will transform 

your existing laminate/formica 

countertop into a solid surface 

countertop that will be free of 

seams for water to leak into 

and for dirt to grow bacteria.   

For about half the cost of 

replacing the counter with 

another solid surface option 

you can transform your 

existing laminate-formica 

countertop into a solid surface 

countertop that simulates 

granite, marble or corian. 

Our solid surface is acid proof and non-porous, thus it never 

needs to be resealed again like traditional stone countertops. 

After checking out the countertop resurfacing faqs and 

seeing the countertop video and countertop photo gallery, 

please go to the “Schedule an Estimate Consultation” link to 

transform your kitchen countertop into a solid surface today. 

If you have wood cabinets and would like to have them 

resurfaced, please go to my associates at mlcktichens.com 

and ask for Corrine. 



Showroom- Bathtub & Kitchen Countertop Resurfacing 

Are you the seeing is believing type.  If so you are not 

by yourself.  When people come to the showroom I 

hear over and over again, “This is nicer than I thought 

it would be the pictures online don’t do it justice”.  

That’s what I like to hear! 

Would you like to see color choices and some 

resurfaced laminate-formica countertops in person 

before you commit to an in home written estimate? 

Would you like to see and feel an sample of a cast iron 

tub that has been reglazed?  If the answer is yes, then 

please schedule an appointment to see the resurfacing 

showroom that is located 913 Meriden Rd., Waterbury, 

CT 06705. 

Since the showroom is only open by appointment only, 

please call 203-578-5260 to set up an appointment. 

When you come to the showroom please bring the 

dimensions of the countertop area you are interested in 

resurfacing to receive a quote. 

Our Tub and Wall Tile Resurfacing 

(Refinishing) service for the 

bathroom is an easy way to renew 

your bathroom without breaking the 

bank. We use the highest quality 

acrylic urethane to reglaze your tub 

and tile. We don’t use the less 

expensive epoxy that some reglazers 

are still using as such a material. 



For more information please 
visit 

http://www.mrresurface.com 

http://www.mrresurface.com/

